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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. Improvements  

[CORE-1501] - Exception appears when string custom filter 
constraint field contains "?" character 

Mambu introduced an improvement for string custom fields that contain “?” character. Up to now an 
exception message was shown to the user. With this update we will notify the user that “?” is an 
invalid character.  

[DEP-941] - Cannot make transfers between two multi-currency 
deposit accounts with the same currency + accounting setup 

With this improvement we allow for transfers from one account in one foreign currency to another 
account with the same foreign currency.  

[FIX-44] - EIR fee amortization fails for a loan account with 0 
interest rate 

When trying to add a fee at the moment of loan creation, for a product that has a 0% Interest Rate, 
Mambu will return an error "Fees with Effective Interest Rate amortization can't be used without a 
positive Interest Rate value." The same situation happens also during cron job execution. 

With this fix, Mambu will allow EIR fee amortization method when the interest rate is set to 0% only for 
the newly created Fixed and Dynamic loan accounts with fees configured. 

2. Bug fixes  

[CORE-1448] - Background process remains stuck if a 
BULK_PAY_REPAYMENTS task has multiple errors 

When attempting to bulk pay multiple accounts with a known error, the background process was stuck 
and in the end it was marked as canceled after the two hour timeout. Mambu has addressed the issue 
and the error message is now properly displayed, explaining that the background process has failed. 

[CORE-1528] - View change history throws exception when account 
had first repayment date modified 

After the loan was created and then the name and first repayment was edited, an exception message 
appeared when the client tried to view change history. Mambu has addressed the issue and provided 
the fix. Name and first repayment can now be identified in View Change History log.  
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[CORE-1599] - Unable to reschedule/refinance loan account with 
Index Interest Rate via API v1 if the product has no default 
interestSpread set 

For Dynamic Term Loan with index interest rate, that does not have set a default for the interest 
spread percentage, API V1.0 call failed and it was not possible to reschedule or refinance the 
account. The issue is now solved and account can be successfully rescheduled or refinanced.  

[CORE-1621] - Unexpected error is displayed when trying to delete 
a client with a task created when API usage property is enabled 

There was an issue with the deletion of a client with tasks, when API usage property was enabled. 
Mambu has addressed the issue and provided a fix.  

[CORE-1815] - Loan product API schedule unexpected params 
behaviour 

Mambu had an issue with the usage of parameter “FixedDaysOfMonth” for API version 1.0. When an 
API call was made, there was a response, that Fixed days of Month are missing, even though there 
was a default setting for a day of the month on a product level. We provided a fix for the issue and 
now the schedule is returned as expected. 

[CUS-771] - UI birthdate display error when setting birthdate as DST 
Change Date for Timezones that renounced at DST 

With this fix we solve a display issue for the client birthdate and time zones that renounced Daylight 
Savings Time. In these cases, the user would see the birthdate as one day ahead than the one that 
was registered in the system. 

[CUS-1920] - Editing custom views filtering criteria may break filters 
on later access 

We have received reports on custom views not being accessible after filters have been edited at a 
later time. This fix covers this issue and now filters can be safely edited without impact on the custom 
view. 

[CUS-1922] - Custom View created by an Admin user can be deleted 
by non-Admin users with minimal View Clients permissions 
assigned through a role 

Administrators can create custom views for users and share these with them. The users can access 
the custom view, and shouldn't be able to delete it, a behaviour that has been enforced with this fix. 
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[FIX-581] - Unable to disburse Fixed Group Loan when Backdate 
and set First Repayment date are provided 

When trying to backdate the disbursement of a Fixed Group Loan and also the First Repayment date 
is provided, the disbursement is not successful. In this version of Mambu, the behaviour was fixed and 
the disbursement is successful 

[CUS-1928] - IndexOutOfBonuds exception occurs when fetching 
client information due to empty clientDataItem list 

This fix covers an error that would show up at times when loading client records with large amounts of 
data. When accessing a record, the user would be prompted with an error. The workaround was to 
reload the page and the client record will be displayed. 

 
Sandbox release: Tuesday, 30th of July 
Production release: Wednesday, 31st of July 
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